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Abstract 
   Encryption is the process where data or information is turned into cipher text then we coded it, so that it cannot be understood 
to unauthorized access. Once the message has been encrypted it is not possible for a person to read it though he or she possesses 
knowledge to decrypt the data by using key. The main objective is to use multirotational technique instead of linear rotational 
technique by using ‘circular substitution’ and ‘reversal transposition’ is to exploited the benefit of both confusion and diffusion, 
also we study coding and decoding of algorithm to implement successful crypto system by using symmetric poly alphabetic 
cipher for  image cryptography and data compression technique using key length modification. User’s authentication procedures 
will be design for data storage and retrieval. The user text file will be secured using Hybrid Cryptosystem before storing in 
network and building secure communication channel for text based files transmission and improve performance between client 
and server by reducing communication time. For this, we propose a method for secure text based files storage and secure text 
based files retrieval in network by using the Hybrid Cryptosystem. It provides two tier security using Vigenere cipher and reverse 
circle cipher with symmetric key multi rotational technique. 
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